THE USE OF PHYSICAL FACTORS FOR SEED QUALITY IMPROVEMENT OF HORTICULTURAL PLANTS
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ABSTRACT

Due to the common trend towards limitation of excessive use of chemicals in agriculture, there is a growth of interest in methods of seed quality improvement that would be safe for the environment. These include methods based on the effect of various physical factors, such as laser light, magnetic field, seed treatment with magnetized water, electric field. The work provides detailed information on the impact of seed stimulation of these factors on germination, growth, development and yielding of horticultural plants. Summarizing the results of the study, it can be concluded that the application of physical factors in appropriate doses can be an effective way to enhance many plant parameters that increase their productivity. The beneficial effects of seed stimulation are mainly related to the first stages of plant life, i.e. – germination, emergence and growth of seedlings. In many cases, the enhancement of these features is also the result of the increase of plant yields. The increase of yield is even several dozen percent. The results of the study encourage the implementation of these physical methods of seed quality improvement into agricultural and horticultural practice.
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INTRODUCTION

The production of high quality sowing material is the main task of seed industry (Finch-Savage & Bassel 2016). To produce such sowing material, numerous conditions have to be fulfilled, e.g. – favorable weather conditions, correct cultivation and protection of parent plants. Proper cultivation technology at seed plantations, including rational plant nutrition, has a significant effect on the biology of blooming, fruit setting, chemical composition and physiological properties of fruits. Sowing material of high quality should be characterized by varietal and physical purity, health, suitable germination capacity and vigor (Ellis 1992). It should be easy to sow and supplied with everything that facilitates germination, emergence, rapid plant growth and easy plant care. To meet the requirements of customers, seed companies subject seeds, after harvest, to a variety of treatments improving their quality. Such treatments include priming, pelleting, strapping, conditioning etc. However, due to the common trend towards limitation of excessive use of chemicals in agriculture, there is a growth of interest in the methods of improvement of seed quality and health status that would be safe for the environment. Apart from biological methods, we should mention here certain methods based on the effect of various physical factors, such as laser light, electric field, magnetic field, seed treatment with magnetized water.

The aim of the paper is to present the results of a study concerned with the possibility of application of such methods for the improvement of seed quality of horticultural plants.
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Laser light

The word laser comes from the first letters of the English name of the device – Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation. Laser is a device producing coherent monochromatic light with a parallel beam. Thanks to the small width of emission line and parallel beam, laser radiation can be sharply focused on a very small area, resulting in high surface density of energy (Hoffmann 1996).

Studies conducted so far indicate a favorable stimulating effect of pre-sowing treatment of seeds with laser light on the germination, plant growth and development, and on the quantity and quality of yields of crop plants (Koper 1994; Vasilevski & Bosev 1997; Podleśny & Podleśna 2004; Muszyński & Gladyszewska 2008; Aladjadjiyan 2011).

The effects of laser radiation depend on many different parameters, i.e. – wavelength, time of exposure, power, dose, and method of irradiation (constant or pulse) (Hernandez et al. 2010). Also important are the features of the seeds themselves, e.g. – their orientation during irradiation, genetic traits (species, variety) and physiological properties (health status, seed quality) (Hernandez et al. 2010; Podleśny et al. 2012; Krawiec et al. 2015).

In a vast majority, experiments with laser stimulation of seeds are conducted with the use of a helium-neon laser (He-Ne), though there have been instances of using semiconductor, ruby, nitrogen, argon, diode lasers, and lasers with CO₂ (Hernandez et al. 2010) The domination of experiments with the use of the He-Ne laser is related to its characteristic wavelength of 632.4 nm. That wavelength corresponds to the red light which, next to the far red, is responsible for the activation of phytochrome, important in plant physiology. Changes in the content of phytochrome forms (Pr and Pfr) regulate important life processes of plants, e.g. – seed germination (Brutnell 2006).

It is most common to use low power lasers and relatively long irradiation times (Koper 1993), or lasers with greater power and short times of irradiation, measured in milli-, and sometimes also pico-seconds (10⁻¹² second) (Wilde et al. 1969; Podleśny 2000). A laser can be classified as operating in either continuous or pulsed mode, depending on whether the power output is essentially continuous over time or whether its output takes the form of pulses of light on one or another time scale (Aladjadjiyan 2011). Apart from determining the dose or radiation, the number of irradiations is also very important. It is commonly believed that seeds should be irradiated several times, with small radiation doses, to eliminate the possibility of mutations (Inyushin et al. 1981). Therefore, in most studies, 3–5 irradiation treatments are applied, the time of irradiation being several seconds.

From the agrophysical point of view, laser stimulation makes use of the ability of seeds to absorb and store light energy, to transform it into energy stored in chemical compounds, and to use it subsequently in seed germination and then in plant growth and development (Gładyszewska 2011). Although the mechanisms of laser stimulation have not been understood entirely, it is found that laser stimulation of plants results in an increase of their bioenergetic potential, leading to higher activation at phytochrome, phytohormone and fermentative systems, as a stimulation of their biochemical and physiological processes (Vasilevski 2003; Hernandez et al. 2010). According to Chen et al. (2005a, b), He-Ne laser radiation causes the induction of phytochrome. Subsequently, the activities of related enzymes, which were modulated by phytochrome could be enhanced. It leads to an increase of the entropy and internal energy of seeds during germination. Finally, the biochemistry and physiology metabolism of the cell speeds up. The increase of biophoton emission is related to the acceleration of cell division and growth of seedlings.

The aim of most of the experiments conducted so far was to determine the effect of laser stimulation on the process of seed germination. Positive effects of laser irradiation on germination energy and capacity, on the dynamics of seed germination, and on the quality parameters of seedlings have been demonstrated.

In a three-year study, Klimont (2002) achieved an improvement of germination energy of cucumber seeds as a result of 2-, 4- and 6-time irradiation with helium-neon laser, relative to the control. Increase in the number of irradiations caused an increase of germination energy. Depending on the number of irradiations, the germination energy increased by
1.3–15.8%. In another experiment by Klimont (2001), the effect of several-time irradiation of pea seeds was increase in the germination energy by 20–23.6%. In both experiments of Klimont (2001, 2002), laser stimulation did not significantly affect the germination capacity of cucumber and pea seeds. Drozd and Szajsner (2007) demonstrated a favorable effect of laser stimulation on germination energy and capacity of three cucumber cultivars. An improvement of germination energy was observed after the application of three- and five-time irradiation, while a significant increase of germination capacity was noted after the application of all of the laser radiation doses (1-, 3- and 5-time irradiation with laser with power of 200 mW cm⁻²). In a study by Krawiec et al. (2016), an increase of germination capacity of scorzonera seeds (10.5–13.2%) was demonstrated relative to non-irradiated control. Germination capacity enhanced with increase of the number of irradiations from 1 to 5. The highest germination capacity and the fewest abnormal seedlings were noted after 5-time irradiation of seeds.

A study conducted by Muszyński and Gladyszewska (2008) demonstrated that radish seed irradiation with He-Ne laser caused an improvement of the FGP (final germination percentage) compared to control seeds, although that depended on seed germination temperature. The criterion of germination was the penetration of seed coat by the germ, the germ length being equal to that of the seed. Irradiation enhanced the FGP only during germination at temperature of 20 °C (optimal for radish seeds germination according to the ISTA). No positive effect of seed stimulation with laser on increase in the FGP was noted under the conditions of low temperature (15 °C). No significant differences were found between the control seeds and seeds treated with laser light in terms of the mean germination time. The authors concluded that laser light did not affect the germination process determining parameters related with elapsed time (T₁, T₃₀, T₂₅–₇₅, T₁₀–₉₀).

Irradiation of seeds of Acacia farnesiana L. with He-Ne laser light caused an improvement and acceleration of seed germination (Soliman & Harith 2010). Seeds of the species remain dormant due to the impermeability of seed coat to water. Seed treatment with laser light caused perforation of seed coat at one or at several places. An increase of exposure time (from 1 to 9 min) and intensity (from 0.03 to 1.70 W cm⁻²) of He-Ne laser light irradiation caused an increase of germination percentage and germination speed determined by Maguire coefficient and reduced the time of germination. In addition, an increase in irradiance and exposure time of He-Ne laser light irradiation increased the levels of endogenous promoting substances (GA and IAA) and decreased the levels of endogenous inhibiting substances (ABA and phenol) in seed coats.

An increase in the concentration of IAA in seeds treated with laser light was also noted by other authors (Podleśny et al. 2012; Podleśna et al. 2015). IAA concentration in germinating seeds of pea increased with the advance of the process of germination. Seedlings grown from laser treated seeds had a higher content of IAA than control seedlings (Podleśny et al. 2015). IAA belongs to the auxins. This phytohormone is also formed in the seeds. It activates cell division in plant tissue and affects the elongation of cells (Murphy 2006). There is no evidence that IAA participates in the germination process or in the radical emergence, but later events – seedling growth – might be controlled by the hormone (Bewley & Black 1985). It appears that an increased level of IAA in seedlings, resulting from pre-sowing irradiation of seeds, may determine stronger dynamics of growth of crop plants.

The results of the studies conducted by certain authors indicate a positive effect of pre-sowing irradiation on the growth of seedlings (Drozd & Szajsner 2007; Podleśny et al. 2012). As a result of pre-sowing irradiation of seeds, an elongation of the aboveground part of seedlings of broad bean was noted (Podleśny et al. 2012), and an elongation of the hypocotyl of cucumber seedlings (Drozd & Szajsner 2007). Laser irradiation of seeds can cause an elongation of radicles of cucumber (Drozd & Szajsner 2007), peppers (Szajsner & Drozd 2007), and scorzonera (Krawiec et al. 2015, 2016).

Certain studies indicate that germination improvement and acceleration as a result of laser irradiation of seeds is preceded by increased activity of some enzymes, i.e. – amylase and protease (Perveen et al. 2010; Podleśny et al. 2012; Podleśna et al. 2015), that could support the hypothesis of Chen et
al. (2005a, b) about the mechanism of laser exposure. Treatment of pea seeds with He-Ne laser caused an increase in the activity of amylolytic enzymes during the process of germination. The least stimulating effect was noted at the early stages of germination, before the seeds were fully swollen. The activity of amylolytic enzymes in pea seeds intensified with the passage of time and attained its maximum 120 hours after sowing (Podleśna et al. 2015). Stimulation of the enzymatic activity of amylase and protease after the application of laser radiation was also observed in sunflower seeds (Perveen et al. 2010). However, the greatest enzymatic activity of amylase was noted considerably earlier, as soon as after 48 hours from sowing. That acceleration resulted probably from the fact that in that experiment, the seeds were soaked in water for 3 hours prior to irradiation.

Laser light can be used for the improvement of the health status of seeds. In an experiment on the effect of He-Ne laser light on the survival of fungi in seeds of rape, Dakowska et al. (2001) found, for certain cultivars and microorganisms, a directly proportional relation between the duration of irradiation and seed health. The number of fungal colonies was notably reduced, especially in the case of spring rapeseed. That phenomenon was observed at shorter times of irradiation, of 30 and 90 minutes. In a study by Wilczek et al. (2005), irradiation with intensity of 6 mW·cm⁻², applied 3 and 5 times, destroyed fungi from the genus *Penicillium* and inhibited the occurrence of fungi from the genus *Alternaria* (isolated from the seeds of alfalfa sowing material).

Some studies demonstrated that pre-sowing stimulation of seeds with laser light can modify the emergence of seedlings (Hernandez et al. 2006; Krawiec & Dziwulsk-Hunek 2009; Podleśna et al. 2015). Irradiation of pea seeds caused an acceleration of emergence by 2 days (Podleśna et al. 2015). In the research of Hernandez et al. (2006), the laser irradiation of maize seeds significantly increased the seedling emergence rate (Maguire coefficient) and field emergence. The highest positive responses were found when the treatment time was 30 and 60 seconds and the intensities were 3.2 and 20 mW·cm⁻², respectively. An intensity of 20 mW·cm⁻² for 60 seconds produced significant increases in seedling emergence rate (43%), in dry weight (63%) and emergence (48%), compared to the control.

In a study by Krawiec and Dziwulsk-Hunek (2009), an increase in the emergence rate (by 22–24%) was an effect of irradiation of only old seeds of pea (with initial germination capacity of 62.0 and 76.3%). No such response was noted in the case of seeds with high quality parameters (germination capacity of 88.8–95.0%). In addition, the study demonstrated that pre-sowing laser stimulation caused an acceleration of emergence obtained from seeds of poorer quality (old) by 1.1–2.4 days.

Research shows that laser irradiation has a positive effect on traits shaping the yielding of plants. Podleśna et al. (2015) demonstrated that laser irradiation of seeds can cause an increase of pea leaf area and SPAD index, which is related with the content of chlorophyll in leaves and is an indicator of photosynthetic activity. In a study by Hernandez et al. (2010), laser stimulation of seeds caused an increase in chlorophyll content in maize leaves.

Laser stimulation of seeds causes an increase in the yield of generative and vegetative organs of plants and an improvement of its quality. In an experiment conducted by Gładyszewska et al. (1998), irradiation of seeds of greenhouse cucumber with divergent beam of He-Ne laser (method of adjustable doses of energy) caused an increase in fruit yield by 16 to 31.5%, depending on the cultivar. In a study by Koper (1994), the increase of yield of fruits of greenhouse and field cucumber was 5–60% and 10–25%, respectively. As a result of laser stimulation of seeds, the yield of greenhouse and field tomatoes increased by 10–30% and 10–20%, respectively, relative to the control. Plants of those species attained their harvest ripeness earlier. The early yield of greenhouse tomato (up to 1/3 of the cropping time) increased by about 27–60% compared to the control. Whereas, the early yield of greenhouse cucumber increased by 31%. In addition, the seedlings grown from irradiated seeds were more resistant to cold. Increased yields of field cucumbers under the conditions of Poland are also confirmed by a study conducted by Klimont (2002), and in the conditions of Bulgaria – a study conducted by Vasilevski and Bosev (1997). In the research by Klimont (2002), 4- and 6-time laser exposure did
not affect the yield of two field tomato cultivars. Vasilevsky and Bosev (1997) noted an increase in the yields of onion (15.5%), common bean (27%), and peppers (13%), including the early yield – by 19–24%.

Klimont (2001) demonstrated that 2–6-time irradiation of French bean seeds caused an increase of seed yield of the two cultivars of the species by 8.2–19.0%. That was the result of an increase in the number of pods per plant and in the weight of 1000 seeds.

Studies by Klimont (2001) and by Podleśna et al. (2015) demonstrated that multiple irradiation of pea seeds caused an increase of yields by 5.6–21.6% and 6.2–6.4%, respectively. In both experiments, the increase of yield was caused by a greater number of pods and seeds per plant. The irradiation had no significant effect on the number of seeds in a pod. Podleśna et al. (2015) observed certain differences in growth and development between plants grown from irradiated and control seeds. Plants that grew from stimulated seeds were taller and they flowered and ripened 3–4 days earlier than plants developed from control seeds. The differences between the compared groups of plants were noted throughout the growth period, but they were significant in the phase of blooming. The earlier ripening of plants grown from stimulated seeds was also expressed in a lower content of water in seeds, compared to seeds from the control. Plants grown from irradiated seeds produced leaves with larger area than plants from control seeds.

Osman et al. (2009) demonstrated that irradiation of seeds of fennel and coriander using a He-Ne laser contributed to a stronger branching of plants and to an increase in the number of umbels. There was also an increase in the content of essential oil in the fruits. The best effects were obtained as a result of 20-minute irradiation, compared to stimulation for a shorter time (5 and 10 minutes) and to the untreated control.

Stimulation of scorzonera seeds with He-Ne laser light can cause an increase of root yield. A study by Krawiec et al. (2016) demonstrated that the yield increase was not, however, an effect of increased mass of the roots but rather of an increase in the rate of emergence as a result of pre-sowing irradiation of seeds. In a year when no improvement of emergence was noted, no increase in root yield was observed. Pre-sowing treatment of seeds with laser light had no effect on root mass.

A positive effect of the laser light exposure on the content of sugars in sugar beet roots was observed in the studies conducted by, e.g. – Inyushin et al. (1981), Koper (1994) and by Sacala et al. (2012). Dobrowolski et al. (1992) demonstrated an effect of laser light on the content of certain microelements in tomato fruits. Osman et al. (2009), mentioned above, noted an increase of the main components of essential oil contained in fruits of fennel and coriander as a result of irradiation of seeds.

A majority of the available publications prove positive effects of laser light, but one can also find studies in which no positive effect of the dose of irradiation on the values of the studied traits of plants was noted. Roszko and Michalik (2002) demonstrated that the stimulation of carrot seeds with He-Ne laser light did not have any positive effect on the germination capacity of the seeds, in spite of the fact that the scope of the study conducted by those authors was very broad. In their experiment, they analysed the effect of 2-, 4-, 6-, 8-, 10- and 12-time irradiation. The emergence rates of seedlings from irradiated and control seeds did not differ from each other. The stimulation of the seeds had also no effect on the dynamics of seed germination and seedling emergence. The total and commercial yields of carrot roots obtained from plots sown with control seeds did not differ from the yield of roots from plots sown with stimulated seeds. In the opinion of the authors, carrot is one of those species that are resistant to the positive effect of laser light.

Szajser and Drozd (2007) demonstrated that in the case of such species as cucumber, peppers and tomato, the variety was the primary factor differentiating the effect of pre-sowing irradiation with a semiconductor laser on seed germination energy and capacity and on the length of the radicle and the aboveground part of the seedling. Some cultivars responded positively to laser stimulation of seeds, others did not. Similar results were obtained by Klimont (2001, 2002) in relation to the cultivars of pea, beans, cucumber and tomato after the application of irradiation with the use of He-Ne laser.

All the authors who studied the impact of laser stimulation emphasize that the level of effects
obtained depends on a number of factors, such as the species, variety, method of irradiation, dose of radiation, and also largely on the thermal-moisture conditions under which the plants grow and develop (Podleśny 2000; Hernandez et al. 2010; Soliman & Harith 2010; Aladjadjiyan 2011; Krawiec et al. 2015). It can be supposed that for certain plant species, there is a certain range of radiation within which all doses have a similar stimulating effect on seeds. Only after that range of radiation is exceeded, there often occurs a negative effect of irradiation that may lead to deterioration of traits such as germination inhibition and a reduction of emergence rate (Podleśny 2000; Muszyński & Gładyszewska 2008).

Magnetic field

The Earth has a variable magnetic field. Depending on the latitude, its intensity varies from 0 to 67 µT. It is a natural element of the environment of all organisms living on Earth (Belyavskaya 2004). Plants are well adapted to life in the natural magnetic field. Their isolation from its effect causes unfavorable symptoms, such as growth inhibition and disturbance of their tropism.

Studies by various authors indicate that the treatment of seeds with magnetic field of suitable parameters had a positive effect on the process of germination, seedling emergence, growth and yields of crop plants. The biostimulative impact usually depends on the following factors: magnetic induction, frequency of alternating fields, seed exposure time, and polarity (north or south) (Phirke et al. 1996; Hernandez Aguilar et al. 2009; Martínez et al. 2009; Teixeira da Silva & Dobránszki 2016). Both static (i.e., stationary) and alternating magnetic fields have been used for seed stimulation. The induction of fields used for seed treatment varied from 3 mT (Soltani et al. 2006a) to 480 mT (Zepeda-Bautista et al. 2010). The exposure time was from 4 s to 24 h (Prokop et al. 2002, Zepeda-Bautista et al. 2010). As indicated by some studies, the effectiveness of magnetic field effect on seeds depends also on the species and the cultivar (Podleśny et al. 2004; Teixeira da Silva & Dobránszki 2016).

Treatment of seeds with magnetic field had a positive effect on the germination energy (Kubisz et al. 2012; Krawiec et al. 2013; Holubowicz et al. 2014). Stimulation of onion seeds with low-frequency magnetic field (LFMF) 20 mT for 10, 20 and 30 minutes caused an increase of that parameter. The longer the time of exposure, the higher was the energy of seed germination. Depending on the cultivar, the increase of germination energy was from 5.0 to 22.5% (Holubowicz et al. 2014). An improvement of that parameter was also observed by Krawiec et al. (2013) in a study on the stimulation of radish seeds with alternating magnetic field of induction of 30 and 60 mT. The increase of germination energy was 0.5–19.2% depending on magnetic induction and seed lot. The most advantageous effects of magnetic stimulation were observed for old seeds, i.e., 7–8 years old (with initial germination capacity of 66.5–75.5%). Their germination energy increased by 12.3–19.2%, depending on the seed lot and value of magnetic induction applied.

Magnetic field stimulation also caused an improvement of seed germination capacity. Holubowicz et al. (2014) noted an increase of germination capacity of onion seeds stimulated with magnetic field, by 2.5–13.7% relative to the control. Extension of the time of treatment with LFMF from 10 to 60 minutes caused an increase of germination capacity by 5.0–5.2%, depending on the cultivar. An improvement of that parameter was also obtained by Krawiec et al. (2013), treating old radish seeds (7–8 years old) with magnetic field with induction of 30 and 60 mT. High quality seeds of the species (with initial germination capacity of 88.3–92.5%) did not respond with any improvement of the parameter. Alexander and Doijode (1995) also reported a positive effect of magnetic field with 10.8 mT on low viability onion seeds. In their experiment, the initial viability of onion seeds was only 41%. After the magnetic field treatment, the germination capacity increased up to 56%.

Treatment of tomato seeds with static magnetic field with induction of 125 and 250 mT and exposure times of 1 min to 24 h shortened the time required for the germination of 1–90% of the seeds. The germination rate of the treated seeds was higher than that of the untreated seeds. The mean germination time was significantly reduced compared to control (Martínez et al. 2009). Static magnetic field with 3 mT increased the germination rate of Ocimum...
basilicum seeds (Soltani et al. 2006a). Asparagus seeds treated with static magnetic field imbibed and germinated more rapidly. Seed germination percentage was also higher than without the influence of a magnetic field (Soltani et al. 2006b). Treatment of marigold seeds with magnetic field with induction of 50, 75, 100 and 125 mT affected the improvement of the following germination parameters: mean germination time, time needed to 50% germination, final germination percentage (Afzal et al. 2012). Chao and Walker (1967) studied germination of apple, apricot and peach seeds after magnetic field treatment of 60 mT. All the apple seeds germinated within 18 days in a magnetic field and 25 days without it. In apricot, the treated seeds completed germination in 10 days as against 20 days in the case of untreated seeds. In both species, the germination percentage was greater in the treated seeds than the untreated seeds. None of the peach seeds germinated under the magnetic stimulation although some untreated seeds did.

Seed stimulation with magnetic field caused an improvement and an acceleration of emergence of crop plants. LFMF with 20 mT for 60 min increased the field emergence of onion compared to the control seeds and seeds treated for 10 and 20 min (Hołubowicz et al. 2014). Magnetic field treatment of marigold seeds with 25, 50, 75, 100 and 125 mT for 3 min improved emergence and reduced mean emergence time and time to reach 50% emergence compared to the control (Afzal et al. 2012). Magnetic field irradiation of pea seeds with 30 and 85 mT for 15 s improved the emergence of seedlings. Under the conditions of water deficit in soil better effects of the treatment on emergence were obtained than under the conditions of optimum soil moisture (Podleśny & Pietruszewski 2007). The emergence of broad bean plants from seeds treated with an alternating magnetic field of 30 and 85 mT was noted some 2 days earlier in comparison with the control (Podleśny et al. 2004). Whereas, the emergence of pea from seeds treated with the same factors was earlier by 2–3 days (Podleśny et al. 2005).

Additionally, some researchers indicated that the improvement of seed germination and seedlings emergence was accompanied by the elongation of radicles and primary stem as well as increase of seedling fresh or dry weight (Soltani et al. 2006a; Hernandez Aguilar et al. 2009).

Seedlings of onion grown from seeds treated with magnetic field with induction of 20 mT and exposure times of 10, 20 and 30 min were longer than those grown from control seeds. The longest were those seedlings that were developed from seeds stimulated for the longest time (Hołubowicz et al. 2014). Stimulation of radish seeds with magnetic field with induction of 30 and 60 mT caused an elongation of the hypocotyl and of the radicle of seedlings (Krawiec et al. 2013). Treatment of old seeds of onion with magnetic field with induction of 10.8 mT caused an elongation of the shoot by 18.5–51.9% and of the radicle by 33.3–88.9%. As a result of seed stimulation, an increase was noted also in the seedling fresh weight and seedling dry weight (Alexander & Doijode 1995).

Treatment with a static magnetic field of 250 mT produces an increase in the first stages of growth of tomato plants (Martinez et al. 2009). Magnetic field treatments with 60, 120, 180 mT for 5, 10 and 15 min had a positive effect on root and shoot length and dry and fresh mass of pea seedling (Iqbal et al. 2012). Magnetic field treatment with 25, 50, 75, 125 mT for 3 min enhanced significantly the root and shoot length of marigold seedling (Afzal et al. 2012). Static magnetic field increased the length of radicles and stems of basil and asparagus seedlings (Soltani et al. 2006a, b).

Seed stimulation with magnetic field caused an improvement of yields of crop plants. The treatment of broad bean seeds with a magnetic field prior to sowing had a significant influence on seed yield. Plants grown from treated seeds produced more seeds than those obtained from untreated seeds. No influence was observed concerning this treatment on the number of seeds per pod or the weight of 1000 seeds (Podleśny et al. 2004). A few days’ acceleration in the maturity of the broad bean was recorded. Plant ripen more rapidly when the seeds have been treated with a magnetic field. Boe and Solunkhe (1963) proved that tomatoes ripen earlier as a result of the influence of a magnetic field. The pre-sowing treatment of pea seeds with magnetic field produced a significant increase in seed yield. An increase in seed yield due to the pre-sowing
stimulation resulted from a bigger pod complement and lower plant losses from a surface unit during vegetation (Podlesny et al. 2005).

The LFMF used on seeds of onion ‘Octavia’ had no effect on the fresh weight of the 3-month-old plants grown from these seeds when exposed for 10 and 30 min, but when treated for 60 min, the plant fresh weight, root length, and maximal diameter of the bulb increased (Hołubowicz et al. 2014). The yield of radish grown from seeds treated with a magnetic field with induction of 30, 60, 100 mT and exposure times of 4 and 60 s increased by 20–105% compared to the untreated control (Prokop et al. 2002).

The field experiment carried out by De Souza et al. (2006) indicated that pre-sowing magnetic field stimulation with 100 mT for 10 min and 170 mT for 3 min enhanced the growth and yield of tomato. In the vegetative stage, the treatment led to a significant increase in leaf area and leaf dry weight. The leaf, stem and root relative growth rates of plants derived from magnetically treated seeds were greater than those shown by the control plants. At fruit maturity stage, magnetic treatment increased significantly the mean fruit weight, the fruit yield per plant, the fruit yield per area. Additionally, a significant delay in the appearance of first symptoms of geminivirus and early blight and reduced infection rate of early blight were observed in the plants from seeds exposed to magnetic fields.

The mechanism of the stimulating effect of magnetic field on seed germination is not well known yet, but several theories have been proposed. Some of them attribute the effect to biochemical changes or altered enzyme activities. The results obtained by Aksenov et al. (1996) indicate that the impact of low frequency magnetic field at the stage of release of the enzyme called esterase in the course of swelling of wheat seeds greatly speeds up the release of enzymes from the bound state and also the release of seeds from the dormant stage. Later, the field effects decrease appreciably. García Reina et al. (2001) suggested the hypothesis that magnetic field interacts with ionic currents in the embryo cell membrane. The magnetic field causes changes in the ionic concentration and in the osmotic pressure, which regulates the entrance of water to the seeds. Magnetically treated seeds absorb more water and absorb it faster than untreated seeds. This result could be an explanation of the effect of magnetic field on germination rate and germination speed of seeds and, in consequence, on the enhancement of plant growth and crop yield.

**Magnetized water**

Another way of applying a magnetic field is the use of magnetically treated water (magnetized water). Irrigation with magnetized water can improve the growth and development of plants. It can improve the germination of seeds, early vegetative development of seedlings, and can also alter the mineral content of seeds and fruits (Teixeira da Silva & Dobránszki 2014).

Magnetized water (MW) is usually obtained by passing water between the pole shoes of a permanent magnet or an electromagnet. The effects of magnetized water treatment depend on the magnetic induction and exposure period of water conditioning, quality and volume of water, the speed of flow and water temperature (Goldsworthy et al. 1999; Pang & Deng 2008). An externally applied magnetic field causes changes in atomic, molecular and electronic structure of the treated water. Magnetized water causes an increase of permeability of cell membranes to calcium ions and inhibition of the growth of pathogenic microorganisms. Treatment with magnetized water also causes an increase of electric conductivity and a decrease of surface tension (Goldsworthy et al. 1999; Coey & Cass 2000; Biryukov et al. 2005). In the study conducted by Goldsworthy et al. (1999), weakly conditioned water with pulsed 100 kHz electromagnetic field for 5–30 s stimulated the growth of yeast cultures. According to these authors, the conditioned water interact with the structural calcium in the cell membrane to make it more permeable. Weak treatment gives a slight increase in permeability and allows the ingress of small amounts of external calcium, which activates the calcium signaling cascade and promotes growth. Strongly conditioned water (treated for 2 min) causes more severe membrane damage, which disrupts metabolism and inhibits growth.

In the study by Pietruszewski et al. (2007), the water magnetized as a result of 1, 3 and 10-time
passage through a magnetic field with induction of 75 mT, 300 mT and 900 mT was used for the stimulation of tomato and cucumber seeds. Tomato seeds treated with all MW combinations revealed an increase of germination rate by ca. 5%. In the case of cucumber seeds, an increase of germination capacity by 13% and 15%, respectively, was noted for 1- and 10-time passage and induction of 300 mT.

Ul Haq et al. (2016) used magnetically treated water at 211 mT for 30, 45 and 60 min for turnip seed irrigation. Magnetic water caused an increase of the germination percentage and emergence rate by up to 28.3% and 11.5%, respectively. The growth parameters, such as seedling length, fresh and dry weights, chlorophyll content, were also enhanced. Seedlings irrigated with magnetically treated water showed higher protein content, alpha amylase and protease activities.

Podsiadło and Leśniak (2008) applied magnetized water obtained as a result of one-time passage through a magnetizer with working pressure of 0.6 MPa, at average water flow rate of 2.25 m$^3$·h$^{-1}$, induction of 0.30 T, for the stimulation of seeds of various plant species. MW caused an increase of germination capacity of yellow lupine by 4%, white mustard by 11%, corn salad by 10%, sowing coriander by 5%, compared to control seeds. In another experiment by Podsiadło and Leśniak (2009), magnetized water had a positive effect on the germination and growth rate of seedlings of sowing coriander and field cucumber. A study by Podsiadło (2013) demonstrated a positive effect of MW on the germination and initial growth of seedlings of herbs – summer savory, sowing coriander, marjoram and common chamomile.

Magnetized water was applied successfully for the stimulation of the process of germination of seeds of Pinus tropicalis M. The results showed an increase in the germination percentage up to 70–81% with respect to the control samples (43%), as well as greater seedling growth after germination (Morejón et al. 2007).

A study conducted in Egypt indicates that magnetic stimulation of seeds and of water applied for their irrigation can be used for the limitation of side effects of water deficit during plant growth. Tomato plants grown from seeds treated with magnetic field and watered with magnetized water fared better under conditions of water deficit (40 and 60% of capacity) than plants grown from non-treated seeds. The better condition of the plants was evidenced by such parameters as height, root length, leaf area and number, fresh and dry mass, content of photosynthetic pigments (Selim & El-Nady 2011).

Some research showed that magnetic treatment of irrigation water can be more effective than magnetic treatment of seeds for seedling emergence and seedling growth. An investigation conducted by Grewal and Maheshwari (2011) indicated that magnetic treatment of irrigation water caused an increase in seedling emergence of snow pea, shoot dry weight and contents of N, K, Ca, Mg, S, Na, Zn, Fe and Mn compared not only to control but also to magnetic treatment of seeds.

The results of the cited studies suggest that magnetically treated water have the potential to improve the early seedling growth and nutrient contents of seedlings.

**Electric field**

Studies on the effect of electric field on seeds involved the use of constant electric fields, alternating electric fields, pulse electric fields, and various forms of discharge, such as corona discharge or cold plasma. Seed treatment with those factors had a positive effect on germination, seedling growth, and on the yielding of plants grown from the seeds (Moon & Chung 2000; Prokop et al. 2002; Krawiec et al. 2012).

Studies of Nelson et al. (1970) demonstrated that brief exposures to radiofrequency electric fields at frequencies of about 40 MHz and field intensities in the range from 1 to 2 kV·cm$^{-1}$ substantially increased the germination of okra, peas and beans by reducing the percentage of hard seeds. The electric treatment accelerated spinach seed germination and emergence.

Moon and Chung (2000) treated tomato seeds with an alternating electric field in the range of 4 to 12 kV·cm$^{-1}$, exposure time of 15 to 60 s, frequency of 60 Hz. Seed stimulation with electric field in that range accelerated germination by 1.1–2.8-fold in 5 days incubation. Those authors found a negative effect of field with intensity above 12 kV·cm$^{-1}$ and exposure time longer than 60 s, which inhibited the germination of seeds of the species.
The application of an alternating electric field with frequency of 50 Hz, intensity of 8 kV·cm⁻¹ and for time 30 s had an effect on the germination of seeds of radish ‘Mila’, causing an improvement of the germination parameters of old seeds (7-year old). An increase of germination energy and capacity was observed, a shortening of time required for the germination of 25% and 50% of the total number of germinating seeds, as well as of the mean time of germination of a single seed. The stimulation had also a positive effect on the increase of dry mass of seedlings (Krawiec et al. 2012). In the study conducted by Pietruszewski and Kornarzyński (2002), the seeds of tomato ‘Halicz’ with a low germination capacity (46%) were stimulated with fields of intensities 5 kV·cm⁻¹ and 10 kV·cm⁻¹, frequency of 50 Hz, for time 100 s. The germination capacity of treated seeds increased to approx. 80%.

Prokop et al. (2002) studied the effect of stimulation of seeds of radish ‘Carmen’ and skull radish ‘Agata’ and ‘Murzynka’ with an alternating electric field with intensity of 5 and 10 kV·cm⁻¹, frequency of 50 Hz, for 4 s and 60 s, on the root yield. The treatment of the seeds caused an increase of radish yield by 105% and an increase of root yield in the range from 20 to 105%. The low exposure dose of the electric field caused an increase of yield of skull radish ‘Murzynka’, while the high dose (10 kV·cm⁻¹ and 60 s) caused a decrease of the yield.

Seven-day old seedlings of thale cress (Arabidopsis thaliana) were subjected to the effect of nanosecond pulsed electric fields (nsPEF) with duration of 10 ns, 25 ns and 100 ns for field intensities from 5 to 50 kV·cm⁻¹. It was found that the leaf area increased two-fold after 5 and 7 days from the stimulation for the time of 10 ns and low amplitudes of intensity of the field of 5 kV·cm⁻¹. However, the application of longer pulses (100 ns) and high intensities of electric field caused the death of the seedlings. The authors suggest that this might have been caused by the release of calcium from internal stores, which was observed in the action of nsPEF on the cells of mammals (Eing et al. 2009).

Su et al. (2015) studied the effect of pulsed electric field (nsPEFs) with intensity of 10, 20 and 30 kV·cm⁻¹ and 100 ns on seed germination and on the height of seedlings of the tree saxaul (Haloxylon ammodendron). An increase of seed germination rate from 72.9% to 90.3% and 98%, respectively, was noted for the field intensities of 10 and 20 kV·cm⁻¹. The effect of seed stimulation with a field with intensity of 30 kV·cm⁻¹ was a decrease of germination capacity to 55.7%. This may indicate that strong electric fields can have an unfavorable effect on seed germination.

Grzesik et al. (2017) used pulsed electric field (Pulsed Radio Frequency – PRF) to alleviate apple seed dormancy. Seeds were exposed to PRF for 1 h, at a constant voltage of 25 V, pulse repetition rates 4 Hz with pulse duration 20 ms. PRF applied alone during stratification or together with selected phytohormones and compounds increased percentage and dynamics of seed germination of apple ‘Ligol’ as well as dynamics of seedlings growth.

Corona discharge finds an application in agriculture for seed sorting. Corona discharge takes place when electric current passes through the air from a discharge electrode connected to a high voltage. Carrot seeds were subjected to the treatment by means of a cylindrical electrical separator type PTV-1 with electric field intensity E = 3×10⁵ V·m⁻¹ during corona discharges. The separator separated dead seeds from viable ones, and at the same time stimulated them for 2 s in the course of their separation. Research showed that carrot seed stimulation with corona discharge field increased germination by 7–19% (Lynikiene 2001). Lynikiene et al. (2006) stimulated seeds of carrot, radish and red beet with the use of electric field of corona discharge with parameters as mentioned above. Under the effect of the field, the germination capacity of carrot seeds increased by 24%, that of seeds of radish and red beet by 12%. In the case of seeds with a low germination capacity, the stimulation accelerated their germination by as much as 2–3 days.

CONCLUSION

This literature review demonstrates that seed treatment with mentioned physical factors can be a very effective way of seed quality improvement of horticultural and herbal plants. The beneficial effects of seed stimulation are mainly related to the first stages of plant life, i.e. – germination, emergence.
and growth of seedlings. In many cases, the enhancement of these features is also the result of the increase of plant yields. The increase of yield is even several dozen percent. The results of the study encourage the implementation of these physical methods of seed quality improvement into agricultural and horticultural practice. The first step towards their popularization will be the construction of devices for mass stimulation of seeds. This will increase the cost-effectiveness of these methods of seed quality improvement in practice, as the test equipment was adapted to small-scale seed processing.
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